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A Mother Loves

A Mother loves right from the start.  
She holds her baby close to her heart.  
The bond that grows will never falter.  
Her love is so strong it will never alter.

A Mother gives never ending love.  
She never feels that she has given enough.  
For you she will always do her best.  
Constantly working, there's no time to rest.

A Mother is there when things go wrong.  
A hug and a kiss to help us along.  
Always there when we need her near.  
Gently wipes our eyes when we shed a tear.

So on this day shower your Mother with Love.  
Gifts and presents are nice but that is not enough.  
Give your Mother a day to have some peace of mind.  
Be gentle, be good, be helpful, be kind.  
by Carol Matthews
A Mother
A Mother is one who understands the things you say and do

Who always overlooks your faults and sees the best in you

A Mother is one whose special love inspires you day by day.

Who fills your heart with gladness in her warm and thoughtful way.

A Mother is all these things and more - the greatest treasure known.

And the dearest Mother in all of the world is the one I call my own

Anonymous
MOM
You were there when I got hurt
To kiss the pain away
And always made things better
So I could go and play

When I started school that first year
You walked with me every day
And helped me shed the fears I had
That my world had gone away

Every year as I grew older
And ventured out away from home
I knew you’d always be there
No matter how far I’d roam

The years have gone by so quickly
And things have changed for us all
But the love I still have for you Mom
Is the same love as when I was small

by WILLIAM A PREDEAU
Everything Mom

How did you find the energy,
Mom
To do all the things you did,
To be teacher, nurse and counselor
To me, when I was a kid.
How did you do it all, Mom,
Be a chauffeur, cook and friend,
Yet find time to be a playmate,
I just can’t comprehend.
I see now it was love, Mom
That made you come whenever I'd call,
Your inexhaustible love,
Mom
And I thank you for it all.

By Joanna Fuchs
If I Knew As A Child

If I knew as a child what I know now, Mom,
I probably wouldn't have made things
so hard for you.
I would have understood
that you were looking out for my best interest.
even though it may not have seemed so at the time.
I would have known how difficult it is to let go,
to stand back and let someone you love
learn from their mistakes.
I would have realized
how fortunate I was to have a mother
who was always there for me,
even after an argument,
even after I'd said things
I shouldn't have.
While it's too late for a lot of things
it's not too late for me to tell you
that I appreciate how loving you are,
how giving you've always been
and that even though
I may not always be good at showing it,
I love you very much.

Renee Duvall
A Sonnet for My Incomparable Mother

I often contemplate my childhood, Mom. I am a mother now, and so I know Hard work is mixed together with the fun; You learned that when you raised me long ago.
I think of all the things you gave to me: Sacrifice, devotion, love and tears, Your heart, your mind, your energy and soul-- All these you spent on me throughout the years.
You loved me with a never-failing love You gave me strength and sweet security, And then you did the hardest thing of all: You let me separate and set me free. Every day, I try my best to be A mother like the mom you were to me.

By Joanna Fuchs
Blissful Memories Fragrance Oil

Blissful Memories fragrance oil: The golden days of summer shine through as you smell the sun-kissed fruity top notes of cherry, raspberry, pear and bright oranges layered with blooming rose buds. Dewy- fresh green notes of fern highlight the richness of moss, patchouli and warm vanilla.
NG Beautiful Type Fragrance Oil

Compare NG Beautiful Type fragrance oil to the original designer fragrance: Rich, romantic and luxurious...this is the fragrance that makes you feel beautiful. Delicate white and red roses, heady jasmine and spicy carnations blend with juicy melon and ripe plums, culminate to a sensual finish of precious woods and warming amber.
NG White Shoulders Type

Compare NG White Shoulders Type fragrance oil to the original fragrance which was introduced way back in 1949, by Evyan. This fragrance is ultra feminine with floral notes of lilac, gardenia, oakmoss, amber, and jasmine.
Angel Type Fragrance Oil

Compare NG's Angel Type to Thierry Mugler Angel. Luscious rich top notes of lemon, raspberry, honeydew melon, black currants; with middle notes of jasmine, gardenia, and nutmeg; bottom notes of white chocolate, musk, sandalwood, and patchouli. Very complex!
Burgundy Rose Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! Natures Garden Burgundy Rose Fragrance Oil- Romanticism, luxury, and culture combine to produce this luxurious fragrance blend. Sensual burgundy rose with fresh white floral nuances, blend with exquisite burgundy wine, and warmed by precious musk and apple wood. Finally, a rose fragrance that withstands the saponification process without losing its authenticity.
Butterfly Flower Fragrance Oil

Fresh ozone notes lead to this light hearted green floral bouquet. A blend of lily and sage is twisted with shimmering greens as tangy tones of cassis create a bright accent for the floralcy. Sweet amber and crisp orange flower are blended with musk at the base of the scent.
Carnation Fragrance Oil

A crisp, clean aroma of freshly picked carnation flowers with bottom notes of fresh greenery. Wonderful fresh floral fragrance to add to your line!
Chanel No. 5 for Women Type Fragrance Oil

Chanel No.5, developed by famous Coco Chanel in 1921, still remains one of the best selling perfumes of all times. This highly complex fragrance contains 130 different ingredients. This fragrance begins with top notes of fresh floral ylang ylang, rose petals, and French jasmine. Lovely base notes of vetiver and sandalwood, provides a woodsly bottom.
Clean Type Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! A duplication of this fabulous fragrance by DLish. It combines the fragrance notes of litsea cubeba, orange, sweet lime, pink grapefruit, passion lily, rose geranium, and white musk. Clean Sweet Layer combines the fragrance notes of sweet orange, grapefruit, lime, neroli, and rose to add a sweet feminine layer to the scent while maintaining the soapy, clean essence.
Floral Bouquet Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! This fragrance smells just like a Floral Shoppe; a unique combination of carnation, tulips, roses, and the ozony base note of fresh greenery.
Flowering Dogwood Fragrance Oil

Sweet floral blend of violets, jasmine, and plumeria with an undertone of soft musk and sandalwood.
French Lavender Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! The unique aroma of French lavender flowers.
Fresh Cut Roses Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! After searching almost 10 years for a true, fresh-cut rose scent, we have accomplished it! Our Fresh cut roses fragrance is the truest fresh cut rose on the market!
Gardenia Fragrance Oil

A floral blend of gardenia and jasmine with a strong orange flavor bottom note.
Ginger (Origins Type) Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! Fresh ginger notes enhanced by notes of nutmeg, lime, lemon, and black currants. Middle notes of jasmine, base notes of white musk.
Glitter Fragrance Oil

Natures Garden's Glitter fragrance is a feminine, yet confident and alluring aroma combining sheer floral notes of iris, jasmine, water lily, orchid, and white rose, with clean, fresh top notes of neroili and pink grapefruit blossoms and sexy bottom notes of sandalwood, soft musk, and tonka bean.
Happy Type Fragrance Oil

This fragrance is a wonderful duplication! Happy is classified as a refreshing, flowery fragrance. This feminine scent possesses a blend of floral jasmine, lily of the valley, carnation.
Hot Pink Pomegranate Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Scent! A sparkling, bright pomegranate having a tart citrus and pomegranate top note, a slightly floral heart of jasmine and violet leaf, and finishing with a spicy ginger and woody, twig like base note.
Hyacinth Fragrance Oil

The floral fresh aroma of real hyacinth flowers.
Hydrangea Heaven Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! Hydrangea flowers are among the most fragrant flowers. Fresh, yet sweet, hydrangea is aromatic and uplifting!
Jasmine Fragrance Oil

The exotic blend of freshly cut jasmine flowers with a base note of rose petals. For use in candles, potpourri, incense, bath and body products, melt and pour soap, cold process soap. Flash point 226F. Color suggestion for a 4 pound batch of candles: 2 drops violet.
Jovan Musk for Women Type Fragrance Oil

A Jovan Musk for Women Type duplication. A luxurious, gentle, floral fragrance. Blend of spices, lavender and citrus, with rich musky bottom notes.
Lavender Apple Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! This fragrance will make your home smell clean, and will help to relax your mind at the same time! Lavender Apple fragrance starts with top notes of red delicious apple, raspberries, plum, and sugar; followed by middle notes of floral rosaceous green notes, lilac, pear, and eucalyptus; and sits on a powdery, woodsly musk base note.
Lavender Flowers Fragrance Oil

A wonderful aroma of true lavender flowers.
Lavender Luxury Fragrance Oil

A lavender lover's dream! A tranquil combination of fresh herbs and cool camphor. Unique and lovely! Natures Garden's lavender luxury fragrance begins with top notes of Italian bergamot, eucalyptus leaves, citrus zest, and French lavender; followed by middle notes of lily of the valley, and clary sage; sitting on base notes of Nordic pine, cool camphor, and clove buds.
Lavender Martini Fragrance Oil

Gin martini meets lavender in this creative aroma. We've successfully captured the effervescent carbonation in this unique fragrance. Natures Garden's lavender martini fragrance begins with top notes of tangy lemon zest, orange, and carbonation; followed by middle notes of spicy bergamot, mint, and lavender; sitting on a base note of rosewood.
Lavender Sage Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! The perfect, complex and unique, herbal combination! Lavender Sage fragrance begins with top notes of French lavender, lime, sage, and fern leaves; followed by middle notes of dill, pepper, moss, and ginger; and well rounded with base notes of pine, musk, and patchouli.
Lemon Lavender Type Fragrance Oil

This garden fresh blend opens with bright lemon and sweet orange. The citrus tones are lifted with eucalyptus as they lead to a classic lavender bouquet at the heart of the scent. Shimmering green accents create an intriguing freshness for the floral element. At the base of the scent orange blossom blends with a woody tone to support the garden character.
Madam President Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! Amazing opportunities grow from a seed of positive thinking. The creative minds of Natures Garden have captured the essence of a great, female leader in our exclusive Madam President Fragrance Oil. Illuminating with determination, innovation, and confidence, this enthusiastic fragrance combines fresh, zesty citrus notes of charisma and charm, balanced out by feminine florals of jasmine, white rose, and freesia. The nuances of brilliant musks and ozonic notes are backed by a respected and humble hint of sweet vanilla; ending with a kind hearted, warm amber base. Madam President's integrity never smelled so inspiring.
Melon Jasmine Fragrance Oil

We took this highly requested scent and made it spectacular! A very complex fragrance beginning with just the right combination of ripe cantaloupe, honeydew, watermelon, and fresh cucumber; rounded out with aromatic French jasmine, and cyclamen. For use in candles, potpourri, bath and body products, melt-n-pour soap, cold process soap. Flash point 200F. Suggested coloring for a 4 pound batch of candles: 2 drops coral liquid dye.
Mom- The Apple of My Eye
Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! A fragrance developed just for all of the Mommies out there. A wonderful combination of crisp, juicy apples with the "down to earth" notes of fresh green grass, dandelions, red clover, and unconditional love.
Moonlight Tuberose Fragrance Oil

An NG Original fragrance! Tuberose essential oil is extremely expensive, and is used in the most exquisite fine fragrances. We have done our very best to create a fragrance oil with the same aroma as this expensive essential oil; while adding complimentary notes to make this fragrance well-balanced. Natures Garden's moonlight tuberose fragrance begins with top notes of white pear and green apple; followed by middle notes of tuberose, jasmine, lily of the valley, and ginger; sitting on base notes of violet, ylang ylang, peach, vanilla, and fresh woods.
Nectarine & Honey Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! A sumptuous blend of nectarine, honey and delicate white florals soothe and pamper your senses. Fragrant rose and fresh air musks add to the calming serenity.
NG Angels Whispering Type Fragrance Oil

This fragrance duplication was made with expensive essential oil notes in order to create a beautiful fragrance very similar to the Glade original scent. This fragrance begins with top notes of green leafy ferns and sweet florals; followed by jasmine and white floral lily; sitting on a floral musk base note.
NG Baby Graceful Type Fragrance Oil

A beautiful duplication of a popular fragrance. This fragrance is a fresh accord combining feminine notes of mimosa flowers, poppy, pepper, white woods, fresh greenery, and musk.
NG Blue Hydrangea Type Fragrance Oil

A beautiful duplication of the Yankee scent. This fragrance will remind you of a combination of sun-kissed hydrangeas and fresh breezes.
NG Cashmere & Silk Type Fragrance Oil

A soft and sensual bouquet of creamy French vanilla with sandalwood, patchouli, and musk accented by rose, violet, apricot, and creamy coconut milk.
NG Clean Breeze Type Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! Compare Natures Garden's Clean Breeze Type fragrance oil to the smell of the fabric softener. A fruity floral blend of peach, watermelon, neroli and jasmine on a dry down of aquatic notes and musk. One of our favorite scents at NG.
NG Rose & Violet Type Fragrance Oil

Compare Natures Garden's Rose & Violet Type fragrance oil to the smell of a fabric softener. A soothing medley of wild rose and sweet violet blossoms with touches of coconut, orange, and musk. Wendy, our cold process soap expert, stated the following about her testing of this fragrance in cold process soap: No acceleration or discoloration. Produces a nice white bar of soap with a nice strong scent.
NG Vanilla Lavender Type Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller!  Natures Garden's Vanilla & Lavender Type fragrance:  It is a relaxing and tranquil scent that is also unique and memorable.  A well-rounded combination of fresh lavender, fresh vanilla beans, with orange zests and patchouli. Wendy, our cold process soap expert, stated the following, "No acceleration, but does discolor due to the vanilla.  An excellent duplication of the fabric softener!"
NG Water Lily & Jasmine Type Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! Natures Garden's Water Lily & Jasmine Type fragrance: It is a crisp, energetic, refreshing aroma. The complex combination of succulent water lilies and jasmine with unique notes of tangerine and orange. Excellent fragrance! Wendy, our cold process soap expert stated the following, "No acceleration or discoloration. Creates a nice white bar of soap that holds up beautifully. Yet another fantastic Spring fragrance!"
Obsession Type Fragrance Oil

A Calvin Klein scent duplication. Obsession begins with top notes of mandarin and bergamot, middle notes of clary sage, lavender flowers, and hints of spices such as nutmeg and coriander. Bottom notes of amber, musk, and sandalwood.
Passionflower & Acai Berry Fragrance Oil

Natures Garden Passionflower and Acai Berry Fragrance is a perfectly, feminine accord, with just the right touch of tropical fruits to provide its uniqueness. A gorgeous combination of Island Passion Flower, Red Currant, and Mandarin, Acai Berries, Sweet Plumeria, Green Leaves, Hawaiian Jasmine, Amber, and Orange Flowers.
Petals of Spring Fragrance Oil

AN NG original fragrance! A fresh spring floral aroma of top notes of freesia, and jasmine, followed by notes of lily of the valley, honeysuckle; base notes of plum and raspberry.
Pineapple Jasmine Fragrance Oil

A Yankee duplication. A creative blend of top notes of ripened pineapples, pears, and apples; middle notes of ferns and clover; bottom notes of jasmine and rose petals. Very Complex! For use in candles, potpourri, bath and body products, melt-n-pour soap, gel wax, cold process soap; but turns beige in color. Flash point 175F. Color suggestion for a 4 pound batch of candles- 3 drops yellow liquid dye.
Pleasures Type Fragrance Oil

An Estee Lauder duplication. A wonderful white flower bouquet of jasmine, rose petals, and muguet; enhanced by fresh peach, black current, and strawberries; rounded out with base notes of warm spices, amber and musk.
Pretty Pink Petals Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Fragrance! Hints of citrus accent this lush floral blend. A heart of peony is warmed with spicy dianthus and accented with fresh green foliage for an innocent bouquet. Rich base notes of orange flower and musk balance with vanilla for delicate sweetness.
Rice Petals & Shea Butter Fragrance Oil

This soul-soothing fragrance has top notes of ozony sea water, crushed ginger root, and anise leaves. Middle notes of coconut milk and rice flower; and sits on base notes of amber, musk, and sandalwood. Wendy, our cold process soap expert, stated the following: "No acceleration or discoloration. Scent is a bit subtle, but still very nice. Definitely worth having!"
Sunflower is classified as a refined, water fragrance. This feminine scent possesses a blend of fruity, fresh florals.
Sweetheart Roses Fragrance Oil

An NG Original! Sweetheart Roses fragrance is a Sensual aroma of velvet rose petals, fresh oriental tea leaves, rounded out with base notes of soft musk. Sure to set a romantic mood. We think you will love this! For use in candles, potpourri, bath and body products, melt-n-pour soap, cold process soap but turns beige in color. Flash point 200F. Suggested coloring per four pound batch of candles: 2 drops red liquid dye.
Tulip Fragrance Oil

A Best Seller! Yankee candle should be credited for having the most wonderful, strong, and true tulip fragrance we have found. We have duplicated this scent. Being one of the most expensive fragrances that we tested, we have placed this scent in our designer fragrances...because there is simply no other tulip that we have found that compares!
Vanda Orchid Fragrance Oil

**An NG Original Scent!** Wild berries and blooming flowers combine to create romance with this fruity floral creation. Sparkling citrus tones lead to a wild blueberry accord as the scent unfolds. A bouquet of delicate white Vanda orchids is laced with fresh green accents to balance the fruit accord. Generous musky undertones and rich warm woods add clear sweet softness to complete the luxurious fragrance.
Victorian Rose Fragrance Oil

The aroma of fresh cut roses with base notes of white musk and amber. For use in candles, potpourri, incense, bath and body products, melt and pour soap, and cold process soap. Flash point 200F. Color suggestion for a 4 pound batch of candles: 2 drops red.
White Peach and Silk Blossoms Fragrance Oil

An NG Original Scent! Elegance is the first word that comes to mind when describing this upscale, complex fragrance blend. A beautiful arrangement of sophisticated florals including peony petals, muguet lily and silk flowers (mimosa flowers), floral sandalwood and floral musk, with effervescent top notes of fresh peach, mandarin, and neroli blossoms. This fragrance is similar to the scent of caress daily silkening.
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